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Charged pion production via charged-current νμ interactions on plastic scintillator (CH) is studied using
the MINERvA detector exposed to the NuMI wideband neutrino beam at Fermilab. Events with hadronic
invariant massW < 1.4 GeV andW < 1.8 GeV are selected in separate analyses: the lowerW cut isolates
single pion production, which is expected to occur primarily through the Δð1232Þ resonance, while results
from the higher cut include the effects of higher resonances. Cross sections as functions of pion angle and
kinetic energy are compared to predictions from theoretical calculations and generator-based models for
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neutrinos ranging in energy from 1.5–10 GeV. The data are best described by calculations which include
significant contributions from pion intranuclear rescattering. These measurements constrain the primary
interaction rate and the role of final state interactions in pion production, both of which need to be well
understood by neutrino oscillation experiments.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.92.092008 PACS numbers: 13.15.+g, 25.80.-e, 13.75.Gx
I. INTRODUCTION
Charged-current pion production by few-GeV neutrinos
interacting with nuclei (e.g. carbon, oxygen, and argon) is
an important process for current and future long baseline
neutrino oscillation experiments [1–3]. Recent measure-
ments highlight the important role that the nuclear medium
plays in the production and propagation of hadrons
produced in neutrino-nucleus interactions [4–7]. These
experiments find cross section distortions which are absent
in scattering from free nucleons and affect both event rates
and final state kinematics. These effects impact oscillation
experiments, such as T2K [8] and MiniBooNE [9], that rely
on the charged-current quasielastic (CCQE) interaction on
bound neutrons, νln → l−p, to reconstruct the neutrino
energy. Although this is a relatively well understood
reaction with simple kinematics, the reconstruction and
interpretation of events that appear quasielastic are com-
plicated by the presence of the nuclear medium. For
example, if a charged-current interaction produces a single
πþ (CC1πþ), e.g., νlNðpÞ → l−pπþ, and the pion is
absorbed by the target nucleus in a final state interaction
(FSI), the event will mimic the quasielastic topology. In
such a case, the reconstructed neutrino energy may be
significantly underestimated [10] and, in the absence of an
accurate FSI model, this will lead to a bias in the measured
oscillation parameters. Therefore, both pion production and
the effect of the nuclear environment on that production
must be accurately determined.
In addition to being absorbed, pions may undergo elastic,
inelastic, or charge-exchange scattering before exiting the
nucleus. Neutrino experiments model these processes with
Monte Carlo event generators that use particle cascade
algorithms constrained by cross section measurements of
pion absorption and scattering on various target nuclei. This
technique assumes that interactions of pions created within
a nucleus are identical to those of accelerator beam pions,
an assumption which can be probed by measurements of
pion production in electron- and neutrino-scattering experi-
ments. The only existing electron-scattering experiment on
heavy nuclei [11] examined the “color transparency” of
pion production, but was done at higher energies than those
that are relevant to neutrino oscillation experiments; had-
ronic invariant masses (pion kinetic energies) accessed
were greater than 2.1 GeV (2 GeV).
The earliest neutrino CC1πþ measurements used hydro-
gen or deuterium targets [12–16] or reported neutrino-
nucleon cross sections extracted from nuclear target data by
model-dependent corrections [17–19]. These data, particu-
larly the ANL [13] and BNL [14] data, are used to constrain
the neutrino-nucleon pion production models contained in
event generators, but these constraints are fairly weak
because the ANL and BNL measurements differ by up
to ∼40% in normalization. A recent reanalysis of the two
experiments prefers the ANL measurement [20].
There are a few measurements of νμ CC1πþ on nuclear
targets, which provide insight into the nuclear effects
important to neutrino oscillation experiments. The K2K
[21] and MiniBooNE [22] collaborations measured the
CC1πþ to CCQE cross section ratio on carbon and mineral
oil (CH2) targets, respectively. MiniBooNE also reported
an absolute cross section measurement of CC1πþ on a
nuclear target (CH2) for Eν ∼ 1 GeV [23]. This measure-
ment is primarily sensitive to pions with kinetic energies
from 20 to 400 MeV produced by Δð1232Þ decays. The
kinetic energy spectrum of charged pions reported by
MiniBooNE does not show the suppression of pions
predicted by beam-based models of FSI [24–26], particu-
larly around 160 MeV where the total pion-carbon cross
section peaks and pion absorption is greatest. At present,
oscillation experiments must account for this discrepancy
by assigning large systematic errors on the size of pion
FSI [27].
The analyses presented here measure flux-integrated
differential cross sections in pion kinetic energy Tπ and
pion angle with respect to the neutrino direction θπ . The
signal is defined to be a charged-current νμ interaction in
the MINERvA tracking detector [mostly polystyrene
(CH)]. The CC1πþ (CCNπ) measurement signal defini-
tion requires that exactly one (at least one) charged pion
exits the target nucleus. There is no restriction on neutral
pions or other mesons. The CC1πþ (CCNπ) signal is also
restricted to 1.5 ≤ Eν ≤ 10.0 GeV and hadronic invariant
mass W < 1.4ð< 1.8Þ GeV. Charged-current coherent
pion production is included in the signal definitions.
These are the first such measurements on a nuclear target
in the few-GeV energy range that is important for the
NOvA [2] and DUNE [3] oscillation experiments. The
CC1π measurement is dominated by the excitation of
the Δð1232Þ P33 resonance, which facilitates comparison to
theoretical calculations, neutrino event generators, and the
MiniBooNE measurement. The CCNπ measurement, of
which the CC1π events are a subset, is complementary
since it samples about six resonances and additional
nonresonant processes.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II describes the MINERvA experiment and the
NuMI beam line. Section III discusses the simulations used
to analyze data. The event reconstruction, including track
reconstruction, particle identification, and the hadronic
recoil energy measurement, is described in Sec. IV. The
event selection criteria for both analyses are provided in
Sec. V. Section VI describes the procedure used to extract
cross sections from the selected events. Finally, Sec. VII
presents and discusses the measured cross sections, and
Sec. VIII summarizes this paper.
II. MINERVA EXPERIMENT
The MINERvA experiment combines a fine-grained
tracking detector with the high-intensity NuMI beam line
[28] and the MINOS near detector [29]. The neutrino beam
is created by directing 120 GeV protons onto a graphite
target, producing charged particles (mostly pions and
kaons) which are focused into a beam by two magnetic
horns. Downstream of the horns, most of the pions and
kaons decay within the 675 m helium-filled decay pipe to
produce neutrinos. Approximately 97% of the muon
neutrinos that enter MINERvA are produced by pion
decay, with the remainder produced from kaon decay.
The MINERvA detector consists of a central tracking
volume preceded by nuclear targets, which are not used
in this analysis, and surrounded by electromagnetic and
hadronic calorimeters. In the tracking volume, triangular
polystyrene scintillator strips with a 1.7 cm strip-to-strip
pitch are arranged into planes arrayed perpendicularly to
the horizontal axis, which is inclined by 3.4° relative to the
beam direction. Three plane orientations, at 0° and 60°
relative to the vertical axis, enable unambiguous three-
dimensional reconstruction of the neutrino interaction point
and charged particle tracks. Each scintillator strip contains
a wavelength-shifting fiber that is read out by a multianode
photomultiplier tube. The 3.0 ns timing resolution of the
readout electronics is adequate for separating multiple
interactions within a single beam spill. The MINOS near
detector, located 2 m downstream of the MINERvA
detector, is used to reconstruct muon momentum and
charge. More information on the design, calibration, and
performance of the MINERvA detector, including the
elemental composition of the tracking volume, is provided
in Ref. [30].
The data for this measurement were collected between
March 2010 and April 2012 and correspond to an
integrated 3.04 × 1020 POT. For these data the horn current
was configured to produce a muon neutrino beam, and the
MINOS detector’s magnet polarity was set to focus
negative muons.
III. EXPERIMENT SIMULATION
The neutrino beam is simulated by a GEANT4-based
model [31,32] that is tuned to agree with hadron pro-
duction measurements on carbon [33,34] by the procedure
described in Ref. [5]. Uncertainty on the neutrino flux is
determined by the precision in these measurements, uncer-
tainties in the beam line focusing system and alignment
[35], and comparisons between different hadron produc-
tion models in regions not covered by the hadron produc-
tion data referenced above. The integrated neutrino
flux over the range 1.5 ≤ Eν ≤ 10 GeV is estimated to
be 2.77 × 10−8 cm−2=POT. Table I lists the flux as a
function of energy.
The MINERvA detector response is also simulated by a
GEANT4-based model. The muon energy loss scale of the
detector is known to within 2% by requiring agreement
between data and simulation of both the photon statistics
and the reconstructed energy deposited by momentum-
analyzed throughgoing muons. Calorimetric corrections
used to reconstruct the energy of hadronic showers are
determined from the simulation by the procedure described
in Ref. [30]. The uncertainties on the hadron interaction
models in GEANT4 are determined to be ∼10% by external
data [36–39]. The tracking efficiency and energy response
of single hadrons, as well as the scintillation Birks constant,
are determined from measurements made with a scaled-
down replica of the MINERvA detector in a low-energy
hadron test beam [40]. The response of the MINOS near
detector to muons is determined by a tuned GEANT-based
simulation [29].
Neutrino interactions are simulated using the GENIE
2.6.2 neutrino event generator [41]. Noncoherent inter-
actions are treated as neutrino-nucleon scattering within a
relativistic Fermi gas. The nucleon momentum distribution
is modified with a high-energy tail to account for nucleon-
nucleon interactions, but interactions with correlated
nucleon pairs are not included in the simulation. Pauli-
blocking is applied to quasielastic and elastic scattering,
but not to resonance baryon production. The structure
functions in the deep inelastic scattering (DIS) model are
modified to reproduce the shadowing, antishadowing, and
TABLE I. The νμ flux per protons on target (POT) for the data included in this analysis.
Eν (GeV) 1.5–2 2–2.5 2.5–3 3–3.5 3.5–4 4–4.5 4.5–5 5–5.5
Flux (νμ=cm2=POT ð×10−8Þ) 0.291 0.387 0.476 0.502 0.402 0.242 0.131 0.077
Eν (GeV) 5.5–6 6–6.5 6.5–7 7–7.5 7.5–8 8–8.5 8.5–9 9–9.5 9.5–10
Flux (νμ=cm2=POT ð×10−8Þ) 0.053 0.041 0.035 0.030 0.026 0.023 0.021 0.019 0.017
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other nuclear medium corrections effects observed in
charged-lepton nuclear scattering data.
Almost all pion-production events observed in
MINERvA are due to baryon resonance production, non-
resonant pion production (including DIS), and coherent
pion production. For baryon resonance production at
W < 1.7 GeV, the formalism of Rein and Sehgal [42] is
used with modern resonance properties [43] and an axial
mass MA ¼ 1.12 0.22 GeV. However, GENIE differs
from Rein and Sehgal in a couple of ways. Resonance
interference and lepton mass terms in the cross section
calculation are not included. Most significantly, the angular
spectrum of the Δ decay is nominally isotropic in GENIE;
this analysis instead reweights GENIE such that the Δ
decay angular anisotropy is half that predicted by Rein and
Sehgal. Excursions from isotropic to the full Rein and
Sehgal anisotropic prediction are included as a systematic
uncertainty. Nonresonant pion production is simulated
using the Bodek-Yang model [44] and is constrained below
W ¼ 1.7 GeV by neutrino-deuterium bubble chamber data.
Coherent pion production is described according to the
model of Rein and Sehgal modified with lepton mass terms
[45]. Uncertainties on the components of the neutrino-
interaction model are provided by GENIE.
Pion and nucleon FSI processes are modeled in GENIE
using an effective intranuclear cascade model [46], called
the “hA” model, that simulates the full cascade as a single
interaction and tunes the overall interaction rate to hadron-
nucleus total reaction cross section data. For light nuclei
such as carbon, a single interaction happens for a large
fraction of the events. The final state particle multiplicity
and kinematic distributions are also tuned to data. This
model has good agreement with a wide range of data from
hadron-nucleus scattering experiments for many targets.
Uncertainties in the FSI model are evaluated by varying its
parameters within measured uncertainties [36,39].
IV. EVENT RECONSTRUCTION
Track reconstruction and the calorimetric energy meas-
urement are the most important components of CCNπ
event reconstruction. The reconstruction techniques are
fully described in Refs. [30,47]; the most important details
are presented here. Before any reconstruction is performed,
the calibrated energy deposits within the scintillator strips
are grouped into objects called clusters according to timing
and spatial proximity.
A. Track reconstruction
Charged particle tracks are reconstructed by applying
two pattern recognition algorithms to the clusters found
within the tracking volume and downstream calorimeters.
The first algorithm finds lines separately in each of the three
plane orientations (views), then attempts to merge one line
from each view into a three-dimensional track. Once all
accepted three-view combinations are found, additional
tracks are made from compatible two-view combinations if
there are overlapping clusters within the unused view. All
tracks are fit with a Kalman filter that includes multiple
scattering. The tracks found by this algorithm are limited
to a polar angle < 70° and must traverse at least nine
scintillator planes, which corresponds to a Tπ threshold of
about 80 MeV.
In order to lower the pion energy tracking threshold, a
second track pattern recognition algorithm is employed.
First, all possible combinations of four clusters located
within consecutive scintillator planes are formed into track
seeds. Next, two seeds are merged into a longer seed if they
share at least one cluster, have similar polar angles, fit well
to a straight line, and pass a Kalman filter fit. Merged seeds
may be merged with additional seeds, and merging con-
tinues until all possible merges are exhausted. All merged
seeds are retained as reconstructed tracks. This algorithm is
unable to find tracks with a polar angle > 55°, but can
reconstruct particles that traverse as few as five scintillator
planes, resulting in a Tπ threshold of 50 MeV.
The combined efficiency of the two track pattern
recognition algorithms to find tracks for pions with Tπ >
50 MeV in simulated CCNπ events withW < 1.8 GeV is
42%. The primary reasons for pion tracking inefficiency
are secondary interactions in the detector and activity in
high-multiplicity events that obscures the pion. Figure 1
shows the angular resolution of pion tracks in CCNπ
events selected by the event selection described in Sec. V.
Neutrino event candidates are reconstructed by finding
the longest track in the event, then searching for additional
tracks that share a common vertex with the longest track.
Kinked tracks, which are often the result of secondary
interactions, are reconstructed by iteratively searching for
additional tracks starting at the endpoint of the previously
found tracks. Tracks that exit the downstream end of the
MINERvA detector are matched to tracks in MINOS found
Pion Angle wrt Beam (Measured - True) (deg)


















FIG. 1. The resolution of the pion angle with respect to the
neutrino beam. Only pions from events selected by the CCNπ
event selection are included. The full width at half maximum
is 5°.
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by the independent MINOS reconstruction; if a match is
found, it is identified as a muon track and the event is
retained as a νμ charged-current interaction candidate.
Additional tracks that share a common vertex with the
muon track are hadron track candidates. The MINOSmatch
requirement is greater than 90% efficient for muons with
momenta greater than 1.5 GeV and angles with respect to
the beam less than 20°. The muon energy Eμ and charge
reconstruction use the reconstructed track curvature and
range in MINOS.
B. Charged pion identification
All hadron track candidates that are fully contained
within the MINERvA detector are classified as pionlike or
protonlike by a particle identification algorithm that fits the
pattern of energy deposition along each track to the Bethe-
Bloch formula under pion and proton hypotheses. The fit is
allowed to ignore the last cluster on the track or extend up
to two planes beyond the end of the track without penalty,
but is otherwise consistent with the range of the track. This
is done to account for misreconstruction of the track end
position. Contamination from overlapping vertex activity
biases pion track fits towards the proton hypothesis; this is
avoided by finding the portion of the track with an energy
profile that is consistent with multiple overlapping particles
and not including it in the fit.
The pion range score sπ is calculated from the χ2 of the
best fit under each hypothesis by the equation




where χ2π;DOF is the pion best fit χ
2 per degree of freedom
and χ2p;DOF is the proton best fit χ
2 per degree of freedom.
Figure 2 presents the sπ distribution of hadronic track
candidates in events passing the muon and calorimetric
CCNπ selections described in Sec. V. Tracks with sπ >
0.6 are identified as charged pion candidates. The kinetic
energy of the best pion fit determines the reconstructed Tπ ,
which can be as low as 35 MeV when the best fit does not
include the last cluster on the track. The Tπ resolution is
shown in Fig. 3.
Charged pions are also identified by the Michel electron
from the π → μ → e decay chain. Michel candidates are
found by searching for delayed energy deposits in each
view within a 35 × 25 cm2 (transverse × longitudinal) box
centered on the end position of each hadron track. The large
search box accounts for track misreconstruction and the
potential size of the Michel shower, but will often include
energy from unrelated neutrino-induced activity that occurs
later in the beam spill. To avoid this, the total visible energy
of the Michel candidate must be less than 55 MeV and
the total number of scintillator strips cannot exceed 35.
These restrictions are motivated by the well-understood
kinematics of muon decay. Figure 4 shows a comparison
of the reconstructed Michel visible energy spectrum in
data and simulation for pion candidates with sπ > 0.6 in
CCNπ candidate events. The means of the data and
simulation are consistent within the 3% uncertainty on
the detector energy response to electromagnetic particles.
Michel candidates are associated with an at-rest πþ with an
efficiency of 80%, as validated in data with stopped muons
from upstream neutrino interactions.
C. Neutrino energy reconstruction
The neutrino energy in CCNπ events can be recon-
structed kinematically using the reconstructed four-
momentum of the muon and pion, but this requires the
Pion Range Score


































FIG. 2 (color online). A data-simulation comparison of the pion
range score sπ . All CCNπ event selections are applied except for
the Michel electron requirement. The simulation is multiplied by
a factor of 0.82 to match the area of the data. A stopping particle
is defined as one which is fully contained in the MINERvA
detector without experiencing a secondary interaction.
True
Measured - TruePion Kinetic Energy 



















FIG. 3. The Tπ resolution. Only pions from events selected by
the CCNπ event selection are included. The lowside tail consists
of inelastic secondary interactions with a charged pion in the
final state.
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assumptions that there is only one nucleon in the final state
and that the pion did not experience FSI. Instead, this
analysis employs a calorimetric energy reconstruction that
utilizes the final state recoil energy Erecoil,
Erecoil ≡ Eν − Eμ; ð2Þ
which is reconstructed as the calorimetrically weighted sum









where Ei is the nonmuon reconstructed energy in sub-
detector i (the tracking detector, downstream electromag-
netic calorimeter, downstream hadronic calorimeter, and
the outer calorimeter), Ci is a calorimetric constant deter-
mined by the fraction of passive material in subdetector i,
and α and βðEÞ are model-dependent parameters, tuned to
the true Erecoil using a simulated charged-current interaction
sample, that account for undetected energy from neutral
and exiting particles.
Neutrino energy and other kinematic quantities are
calculated from Erecoil and the reconstructed muon four-
momentum using the following equations:
Eν ¼ Eμ þ Erecoil; ð4Þ
Q2 ¼ 2EνðEμ − j~pμj cosðθμÞÞ −m2μ; ð5Þ
W2exp ¼ M2p −Q2 þ 2MpErecoil: ð6Þ
Here,MpðmμÞ is the proton (muon) mass, pμ and θμ are the
reconstructed momentum and angle of the muon with
respect to the beam, and the Wexp is W calculated with
the assumption of a single free target nucleon at rest. Of the
three quantities above, Wexp is most important for this
analysis. The Wexp resolution in selected CCNπ events is
shown in Fig. 5. The resolution onWexp is about 8.5% with
a bias of −5%. The bias is the result of using an inclusive
sample of charged-current events, which have a higher
average multiplicity than CCNπ events restricted to
W < 1.8 GeV, to tune Erecoil.
V. EVENT SELECTION
Reconstructed CC1π (CCNπ) events are required to
contain one negatively charged muon track and exactly one
(at least one) charged pion track joined at a common vertex.
The event vertex is restricted to occur within the central 110
planes of the scintillator tracking region and at least 22 cm
from any edge of the planes. These requirements define a
fiducial region with a mass of 5.57 metric tons, containing
ð3.54 0.05Þ × 1030 nucleons.
Charged pion tracks are identified by a containment
requirement and two particle identification selections. Each
pion track is required to begin at the event vertex and stop
in either the tracking or electromagnetic calorimeter regions
of MINERvA, which restricts the maximum pion kinetic
energy to 350 MeV. The particle identification selections
require that there exist at least one track with sπ > 0.6 and
an associated Michel electron candidate. The Michel
selection disfavors both negatively charged pions, which
tend to be captured on a nucleus before decaying, and pions
that experience secondary interactions in the detector. The
CC1π (CCNπ) analysis requires exactly (at least) one
reconstructed charged pion track.
The reconstructed Eν is required to be between 1.5 and
10 GeV in both analyses. The lower bound of this selection
is made to match the MINOS muon acceptance threshold.
The upper bound reduces flux uncertainties, which are
largest above 10 GeV. The CC1π analysis selects events
Michel Energy (MeV)






























FIG. 4 (color online). The visible energy distribution of Michel
candidates selected by the CCNπ analysis. The simulation is




















FIG. 5. The Wexp resolution, in which true refers to Wexp
calculated by using true quantities in (6). Only events selected by
the CCNπ event selection are included. The full width at half
maximum is 17%.
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with Wexp < 1.4 GeV, while the CCNπ analysis selects
Wexp < 1.8 GeV.
After all selections, 3474 (5410) events remain in the
CC1π (CCNπ) analysis. Figure 6 shows the selected Tπ
and θπ for both analyses. There is a large normalization
difference between simulation and data that is approxi-
mately the size of the total uncertainty in the prediction.
This uncertainty is dominated by the uncertainty on the
normalization of the resonance production cross section in
neutrino-nucleon scattering, which GENIE determines by
combining the ANL and BNL pion production data
discussed in Sec. I. The cross section extraction procedure
(see Sec. VI) is designed to minimize the influence of
this model uncertainty on the measured cross section
distributions.
The selected pions are predicted to be 99.6% (98.6%) πþ
in the CC1π (CCNπ) analysis because π− can only arise
from FSI at low W and are unlikely to survive the Michel
electron requirement. The selection efficiency of charged
pions between 35 and 350 MeV in signal events is
determined by simulation to be 4% (3%) in the CC1π
(CCNπ) analysis. The largest reductions in the selection
efficiency are caused by the MINOS -matched muon
requirement, the pion track reconstruction inefficiency,
and the Michel electron selection; the latter two are
particularly affected by secondary pion scattering and
absorption in the detector. The signal purity of the
CC1π (CCNπ) event sample is 77% (86%). Table II
summarizes the background (BG) components in both
analyses.
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FIG. 6 (color online). Data-simulation comparisons of the CC1π (top) and CCNπ (bottom) reconstructed pion kinetic energy and
angle distributions after all event selections are applied.
TABLE II. The predicted background components as percent-
ages of the total selected sample after all event selections are
applied. The particle mis-ID background refers to events where







W > 1.4 GeV (1.8 GeV) 16.7 6.05
Particle mis-ID 4.12 6.67
Multiple charged pions 1.61 N/A
Eν > 10 GeV 0.45 0.84
Outside fiducial volume 0.16 0.17
Not CCνμ 0.13 0.18
Total 23.2 13.9
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VI. CROSS SECTION EXTRACTION
The CC1π flux-integrated differential cross section per
nucleon for kinematic variable X (Tπ and θπ in this








jUijðNj − Nbgj Þ
ϵiTΦΔi
; ð7Þ
where j is the index of a reconstructed X bin, Uij is an
unfolding function that calculates the contribution to true
bin i from reconstructed bin j, Nj is the number of selected
events, Nbgj is the predicted number of background events,
ϵi is the signal charged pion selection efficiency, T is the
number of nucleons in the fiducial volume, Φ is the νμ flux
prediction integrated between 1.5 and 10 GeV, andΔi is the
width of bin i. The CCNπ analysis reports a slightly
different observable because multiple-pion events are














Variable definitions are the same as those in (7), except that
Nπ;j and N
bg
π;j are the number of selected charged pions and
the predicted number of background charged pions in bin j,
respectively. The integral of (8) over X yields the total
number of charged pions Nπ divided by the integrated flux
and number of target nucleons.
A. Background subtraction
After event selection, the dominant background comes
from pion production at higherW and comprises 17% (6%)
of the CC1π (CCNπ) selected sample. The total back-
ground is estimated using the reconstructed Wexp distribu-
tion, in which each entry in the distribution is a charged
pion candidate chosen by the event selection, excluding the
cut onWexp. The simulatedWexp distribution is divided into
signal and background templates in bins of Tπ and θπ; the
CC1π analysis further separates the background into two
templates with true W less than and greater than 1.7 GeV,
which is the value at which GENIE turns off resonance
production. The normalizations of the signal and back-
ground templates are the fit parameters in maximum
likelihood fits to the measured Wexp distributions; each
bin of Tπ and θπ is fit independently. The fits are restricted
to Wexp between 0.6 and 2.4 GeV (3 GeV) in the CC1π
(CCNπ) analysis. The Wexp templates after fitting, inte-
grated over all Tπ and θπ , are shown in Fig. 7. The detector
calorimetric response uncertainty covers the Wexp shape
discrepancy that remains after the fit and is the dominant
systematic uncertainty in the background estimate.
The fit results are used to calculate weights that adjust
the nominal predicted background. In both analyses, the
fit reduces the absolute background while increasing the
prediction for the amount of background relative to
the signal. The fit procedure reduces the sensitivity of
the background estimate to uncertainties in the simulation’s
cross section and FSI models, but increases sensitivity to
uncertainties in the detector response and statistical fluc-
tuations in the data. The cumulative effect is positive, and
the total uncertainty on the background prediction is
reduced from 32% to 24% in the CC1π analysis with a
similar reduction in the CCNπ analysis. More detail on
the background subtraction procedure is provided
in Ref. [47].
B. Unfolding
The background-subtracted reconstructed Tπ and θπ
distributions are unfolded using a Bayesian procedure
[48] with four iterations. The unfolding migration matrix,
which determines the probability that the true value of a
quantity corresponds to a reconstructed value, is derived
Hadronic Invariant Mass (GeV)
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FIG. 7 (color online). The CC1π (left) and CCNπ (right) Wexp distribution after fitting and reweighting the BG and signal
templates. The events below 100 MeV have a large amount of undetected hadronic energy and are not included in this analysis.
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from simulation. It is insensitive to FSI effects because the
true values of Tπ and θπ are calculated at the point where
the pion exits the nucleus. Also, the unfolding procedure is
not sensitive to normalization uncertainties, including the
large uncertainty in the resonance production cross section
normalization.
The unfolding generally migrates events from low to
high Tπ bins, accounting for the tendency of the
reconstruction to report a momentum that is too small
for pions that interact inelastically in the detector. The
effect of unfolding on the θπ distribution is small except for
the bin at 90°, where the pion tracking efficiency is poor.
Some of the pions in the neighboring bins are actually ∼90°
pions that scatter close to the event vertex, such that the
track reconstruction measures the scattered pion direction.
The unfolding procedure relies on the GEANT4 interaction
model to estimate this effect.
C. Efficiency correction
The efficiency and acceptance correction ϵi in





where NSπ;i is the simulated number of signal pions retained
by the event selection,NTπ;i is the total number of signal pions
according to simulation, and wi corrects for discrepancies in
the muon acceptance between data and the simulation.
Data are used to estimate other efficiencies, such as the
acceptance of the Michel electron selection and the hadron
reconstruction efficiencies, but these are found to match well
to simulation and are included as a systematic uncertainty
rather than as a correction. Themuon acceptance is compared
in data and simulation by forming samples of exiting muon
tracks in MINERvA andMINOS that point toward the other
detector, then searching for a matching track in the other
detector. The resulting corrections, which are all between
0.91 and 0.99, are measured separately for each data run
period so that the time dependence of beam-intensity effects
are accounted for.
D. Systematic uncertainties
The cross section extraction procedure uses the simu-
lation to estimate backgrounds, detector resolution and
acceptance, selection efficiencies, and neutrino flux. The
systematic uncertainties on these quantities are evaluated
by shifting each parameter in the simulation within its
uncertainty σ to produce a new simulated sample, referred
to as an alternative simulation. The cross sections are
remeasured using each alternative simulation and a covari-
ance matrix is formed from the results. The covariance
matrix for a single systematic uncertainty derived from N






ðxn;i − uiÞðxn;j − ujÞ; ð10Þ
where i and j indicate bins of the differential cross section
and xn;i is the measurement of the differential cross section
in bin i using alternative simulation n. The definition of ui
changes according to the value of N. If there is only one
alternative simulation, then ui is the value of the cross
section measured from the nominal simulation. Otherwise,
ui is the mean of the measured cross section in all
alternative simulations. The total covariance matrix is the
sum of Cij calculated for each systematic uncertainty.
The computational cost required to produce a new
simulated sample for each systematic uncertainty is prohibi-
tive. Instead, this is effectively done for many uncertainties
by reweighting the simulation or, in the case of detector
resolution and energy scale uncertainties, modifying the
measured values event by event. The effects of a few
parameters, such as the effective nuclear size and quark
hadronization time in GENIE, cannot be correctly estimated
by either of these techniques. In these cases, a new simulated
sample is generated with the modified parameters.
Shape systematic uncertainties are reported for each
measurement in order to mitigate certain large normaliza-
tion uncertainties, such as the neutrino flux uncertainty. The
shape uncertainties are calculated by normalizing the cross
section measurement in each alternative simulation so that
the integrated cross sections measured in the alternative
simulation and nominal simulation are equal. The shape
covariance matrix is calculated using the renormalized
alternative simulation measurements.
Table III lists the systematic uncertainties in the CC1π
analysis grouped according to the uncertainty source; the
CCNπ analysis uncertainties are similar. The total sys-
tematic uncertainty is between 16% and 22%, while the
shape uncertainty ranges from 3% to 11% per bin. For
comparison, the statistical uncertainties are approximately
3% to 14%. The total uncertainties are generally system-
atics limited, while the shape uncertainties are statistics
limited; the one notable exception to this trend is the kinetic
energy measurement in the lowest bin (35–55 MeV), which
is always statistics limited.
The largest contribution to the total uncertainty comes
from uncertainty in the detector response, particularly
the average calorimetric response to events passing the
analysis selections (6%–11%), to which the background-
constraining fits are particularly sensitive. The measure-
ments at low pion kinetic energy are also very sensitive to
the detector mass model uncertainty (7% between 35 and
55 MeV) since this affects the pion track reconstruction
threshold. The total uncertainty also has large contributions
from the neutrino-nucleon cross section model (6%–12%)
and neutrino flux uncertainty (∼9%). The primary uncer-
tainty from the neutrino-nucleon cross section model
comes from modeling the muon angular distribution in
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resonance production (7%–12%), which affects the esti-
mated MINOS muon acceptance. This uncertainty can be
reduced to 4% or less by restricting the signal definition to
muon angles less than 20°; the appendix contains the results
of this measurement variation.
The shape uncertainties are generally less sensitive to the
systematic effects described above, especially to the neu-
trino flux (reduced to <1%). The exception to this is the
measurement at Tπ between 35 and 55 MeV, which retains
sensitivity to the detector mass model. Additionally, the
shapes of the angular cross section measurements at
forward angles are sensitive to the large uncertainties
assumed in the Δ decay anisotropy model (see Sec. III).
VII. RESULTS
A. Models
The results of this measurement for the CC1π and
CCNπ channels are presented in the following figures.
They are compared with calculations from the theoretical
work of Athar, Chaukin, and Singh (ACS) [49] and the
event generators GENIE [41], NEUT [50], and NuWro
[51]. Predictions from the GiBUU model can be found in
Refs. [52,53]. Each prediction includes models for the
initial neutrino interaction, the nuclear structure affecting
the initial interaction, and the FSI of the particles produced.
For resonance production, GENIE and NEUT use the
model of Rein and Sehgal [42] without including resonance
interference and with varying treatments of nuclear struc-
ture. NuWro includes only the Δð1232Þ resonance, using
the Adler model [54,55], and ACS use the parametrization
of Schreiner and Von Hippel [56] and contain medium
modifications to the Δ mass and decay width.
NEUT takes the nonresonant interaction from Rein and
Sehgal; ACS has no nonresonant mechanisms; GENIE and
NuWro have similar approaches, using the model of Bodek
and Yang [44] above the resonance region and smoothly
extrapolating it to lower W to converge with the resonance
model. All models must choose between matching the ANL
[13] and BNL [14] data for charged-current pion production
from nucleon targets because the BNL data are about 40%
larger than the ANL data for neutrino energies of ∼2 GeV.
While the GENIE fit is midway between the two data sets,
NEUT and NuWro fits are closer to the ANL result.
GENIE, NEUT, and NuWro use a relativistic Fermi gas
model for the nucleon momentum distribution, while ACS
use a local Fermi gas model in which the Fermi momentum
depends on the radial distance from the center of the
nucleus. For FSI, NEUT and NuWro use the Salcedo-Oset
model [57] in a cascade formalism which has nuclear
medium corrections, while GENIE uses an effective cas-
cade model which has similar agreement with pion-nucleus
data. ACS use a model which includes pion attenuation, but
not inelastic scattering which changes the pion energy and
TABLE III. Fractional systematic uncertainties (in percentages) on CC1π dσ=dTπ (top) and dσ=dθπν (bottom) associated with
detector response (I), neutrino cross section model (II), nuclear effects including FSI (III), flux (IV), and other sources (V). The absolute
uncertainties are followed by shape uncertainties in parentheses.
Tπ (MeV) I II III IV V Total
35–55 15 (9.7) 9.7 (2.8) 6.8 (2.9) 8.5 (0.5) 5.5 (2.2) 22 (11)
55–75 12 (4.4) 9.7 (3.3) 8.5 (4.4) 8.6 (0.4) 4.8 (1.4) 20 (7.2)
75–100 9.9 (4.6) 8.9 (2.3) 6.4 (2.8) 9.0 (0.4) 3.8 (0.6) 18 (5.9)
100–125 10 (3.4) 6.8 (1.7) 4.9 (1.4) 9.2 (0.7) 3.0 (0.7) 17 (4.2)
125–150 11 (3.0) 6.7 (1.6) 5.0 (1.5) 8.9 (0.2) 3.1 (0.4) 17 (3.7)
150–200 11 (3.3) 6.9 (2.2) 3.1 (2.8) 9.1 (0.4) 2.7 (1.6) 16 (5.1)
200–350 16 (7.2) 8.5 (1.5) 4.3 (3.1) 9.2 (0.3) 2.9 (1.2) 21 (8.0)
θπν (degree) I II III IV V Total
0–15 11 (2.2) 7.5 (6.7) 11 (5.8) 8.8 (0.6) 4.9 (1.4) 20 (9.3)
15–22 9.9 (2.3) 9.2 (1.7) 7.1 (2.3) 9.2 (0.7) 3.5 (0.4) 18 (3.8)
22–29 10 (2.0) 11 (1.8) 4.4 (2.3) 9.3 (0.5) 3.3 (1.5) 18 (3.9)
29–36 10 (1.9) 12 (2.8) 4.9 (2.2) 9.1 (0.4) 3.2 (1.6) 19 (4.4)
36–43 11 (1.8) 12 (3.1) 5.6 (1.6) 9.0 (0.2) 3.3 (0.7) 20 (4.0)
43–50 12 (2.0) 12 (3.0) 4.7 (1.5) 9.4 (0.6) 3.1 (0.8) 20 (4.0)
50–57 12 (2.8) 12 (3.1) 3.9 (2.3) 8.7 (0.6) 4.7 (1.6) 20 (5.1)
57–72 11 (1.5) 10 (1.7) 2.8 (4.3) 8.6 (0.6) 3.8 (0.6) 18 (4.9)
72–108 11 (0.7) 7.8 (1.8) 6.1 (1.4) 8.9 (0.2) 4.4 (0.9) 18 (2.5)
108–130 11 (2.3) 6.4 (2.9) 8.3 (4.1) 9.2 (0.3) 4.4 (0.6) 19 (5.6)
130–140 9.7 (2.4) 6.8 (2.6) 7.7 (4.1) 9.1 (0.2) 4.3 (1.2) 17 (5.5)
140–150 9.2 (2.9) 7.3 (2.2) 7.4 (3.9) 9.0 (0.4) 4.3 (0.6) 17 (5.4)
150–165 9.7 (3.0) 6.1 (3.2) 5.6 (3.9) 9.2 (0.5) 5.4 (1.9) 17 (6.2)
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angle [58]. Thus, a calculation with excellent
nuclear medium effects but incomplete FSI (ACS) is
compared with calculations with simple nuclear structure
and detailed FSI (GENIE, NuWro, and NEUT). Table IV
summarizes the models used by the predictions shown in
this paper.
B. CC1π results
The measured dσ=dθπ for the CC1π analysis is shown
in Fig. 8, along with predictions from the models discus-
sed above. The χ2 between the data and model predictions
are listed in Table V. The effect of FSI, shown in the
comparison between the GENIE “hA FSI” and “no
FSI” curves, is to deplete (increase) the forward (back-
ward) angle cross section. Both the absolute and shape
measurements show a clear preference for models that
implement FSI with a full or effective cascade model. In
particular, the no FSI and ACS predictions do not describe
the relative cross section for forward- and backward-
going pions.
The shape of dσ=dθπ could be sensitive to the Δ → π
decay angle distribution. GENIE and NuWro use an
isotropic decay distribution while NEUT assumes the
anisotropy in the original Rein and Sehgal model [42].
ACS calculates specific anisotropies for the Δþþ and the
Δþ separately. The larger effect, however, is the imple-
mentation of FSI.
The measured CC1π dσ=dTπ is shown in Fig. 9 along
with the model predictions. The χ2 calculations are
TABLE IV. Summary of the models presented in this paper.
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  Shape Measurement
FIG. 8 (color online). CC1π dσ=dθπ (top) and its shape
(bottom) compared to the GENIE, ACS, NEUT, and NuWro
models. The shape predictions are normalized to the integral of
the data. The inner (outer) error bars correspond to the statistical
(total) uncertainties.
TABLE V. Top: Absolute (shape) χ2 with 13 (12) degrees of
freedom between the CC1π dσ=dθπ measurement and various
models. Bottom: Corresponding CC1π dσ=dTπ χ2 with seven
(six) degrees of freedom.
Model Absolute χ2 Shape χ2
ACS (CH) 78 89
GENIE 2.6.2 hA FSI 104 41
GENIE 2.6.2 No FSI 234 72
NEUT 5.3.3 (CH) 50 26
NuWro 67 46
ACS (CH) 40 34
GENIE 2.6.2 hA FSI 21 7.4
GENIE 2.6.2 No FSI 105 23
NEUT 5.3.3 (CH) 26 13
NuWro 25 16
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provided in Table V. FSI suppresses the charged pion
production cross section through pion absorption and
charge exchange, and migrates pions to lower energies
through scattering. These interactions are highly energy
dependent, peaking between 100 and 220 MeV [59], and
significantly modify the shape of dσ=dTπ . The significant
reduction in the total cross section is seen by comparing
the solid and dashed GENIE predictions in the absolute
measurement, while the energy dependence of the FSI can
be clearly seen by comparing the GENIE predictions for the
shape measurement. The data are in best agreement with
models that implement full or effective particle cascade FSI
algorithms.
The shape of dσ=dTπ is compared with the GENIE
calculation subdivided by the FSI channel in Fig. 10.
Effects of pion absorption are significant but not directly
seen because those pions cannot be in the final state.
Inelastic scattering is the dominant contributor because
the interaction probability is large and the energy is
significantly reduced. Elastic scattering is also significant
but does not affect the energy spectrum. The calculation
would agree with the data shape better if the inelastic
scattering contribution were increased within the estimated
error in the total pion inelastic cross section data
(40% [36]).
Since these data favor different calculations than the
MiniBooNE data [26], a comparison of the two data sets
is interesting. Figure 11 compares this measurement of
CC1π dσ=dTπ with that of MiniBooNE along with
the two corresponding GENIE predictions for the
appropriate neutrino fluxes [60] and signal definitions.
MINERvA measures higher energy and higherQ2 neutrino
interactions than MiniBooNE, but the W and Tπ kinematic
ranges overlap significantly. MINERvA reports the cross
section at W < 1.4 GeV while MiniBooNE selects events
with reconstructed W < 1.35 GeV and uses the NUANCE
event generator [61] to measure the cross section over the
full W range; GENIE predicts that 24% of the MiniBooNE
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  Shape Measurement
FIG. 9 (color online). CC1π dσ=dTπ (top) and its shape
(bottom) compared to the GENIE, ACS, NEUT, and NuWro
models. The shape predictions are normalized to the integral of
the data. The inner (outer) error bars correspond to the statistical
(total) uncertainties.
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FIG. 10 (color online). The measured shape of dσ=dTπ and a
breakdown of the GENIE calculation by the FSI channel.
Coherent pion production and hydrogen interactions are included
in the “noninteracting” category. The simulation is normalized to
the integral of the data.
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FIG. 11 (color online). Comparison between the MINERvA
and MiniBooNE [23] dσ=dTπ data via the corresponding
GENIE 2.6.2 hA FSI predictions. Error bars indicate the total
uncertainty.
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cross section result is at W > 1.4 GeV. All these consid-
erations lead to differences in the contributions due to Δ
excitation and nonresonant backgrounds, but the key
feature of attenuation due to pion FSI is expected to be
similar.
The MINERvA and MiniBooNE results have a similar
shape and magnitude above Tπ ¼ 100 MeV in Fig. 11. The
shape agreement indicates some consistency in the pion
absorption FSI process, while the agreement in magnitude
is unexpected when considering the different Eν and W
ranges of the measurements and is not presently described
by any models. In fact, the MINERvA cross section at
higher Tπ would nominally be larger than the MiniBooNE
result because the cross section for pion production from
nucleon targets rises with increasing Eν. The shape dis-
agreement below 100 MeV is also not explained by current
models. The GENIE model predicts the shape but over-
predicts the level of the MINERvA data (see Fig. 9 for
shape), while it predicts the magnitude but not the shape of
the MiniBooNE data. The same trend is seen with the
GiBUU calculation, as shown in Ref. [24].
C. CCNπ results
Extension of the maximumW from 1.4 to 1.8 GeV in the
CCNπ analysis includes additional nonresonant processes
and N resonances at high mass. For each event, more than
one charged pion can be counted (see Sec. VI), which
causes these distributions to be sensitive to pion-producing
FSI processes in higher-multiplicity events. GENIE pre-
dicts that 19% of the CCNπ charged pions come from
two-pion events, and 5% come from events with three or
more charged pions.
Figures 12–13 show the results of the CCNπ analysis as
well as the GENIE (no FSI and with FSI), NEUT, and
NuWro predictions. The data distributions are very similar
in shape to Figs. 8–9 even though the total cross section is
roughly 50% larger, and the relative normalization of the
GENIE prediction to the data does not change. The NuWro
prediction for the total CCNπ cross section improves
slightly relative to its prediction for the CC1π channel,
while NEUT predicts a much larger increase in final state
pions, particularly at Tπ < 100 MeV, for the higher W
processes.
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FIG. 12 (color online). CCNπ ð1=TΦÞðdNπ=dθπÞ (top) and its
shape (bottom) compared to the GENIE, NEUT, and NuWro
models. The inner (outer) error bars correspond to the statistical
(total) uncertainties.
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  Shape Measurement
FIG. 13 (color online). CCNπ ð1=TΦÞðdNπ=dTπÞ (top) and
its shape (bottom) compared to the GENIE, NEUT, and NuWro
models. The inner (outer) error bars correspond to the statistical
(total) uncertainties.
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VIII. SUMMARY
This paper presents measurements of neutrino-induced
pion production from a CH target and compares them to
models with different FSI treatments and to the
MiniBooNE measurement of the same process. These data
provide new information about the neutrino energy depend-
ence of resonant pion production and can be used to place
strong constraints on FSI. More generally, they provide an
observational foundation for improving both the back-
ground and signal predictions needed for precise oscillation
parameter measurements.
Both the dσ=dθπ and dσ=dTπ distribution shapes
strongly favor models with FSI implemented as a full or
effective cascade algorithm. For the CC1π analysis, the
calculations with FSI, NEUT, and NuWro are in good
agreement with the data while GENIE predicts cross
sections that are too large. The distribution shape contains
the most information about FSI. At Tπ greater than
100 MeV, where pion FSI effects largely deplete the yield,
MINERvA and MiniBooNE have similar shape. However,
the similarity in magnitude is not expected. There are also
significant normalization and shape discrepancies between
the two measurements below 100 MeV in comparison
with the GENIE calculation. A decomposition of the FSI
channels in the GENIE calculation suggests that an
increased inelastic contribution may improve agreement
with the data.
For the CCNπ analysis, data results are similar to the
CC1π analysis. However, differences among the models
employed in the generators produce significant changes
with respect to the data. The shape is strongly affected by
FSI and the magnitude disagreement can come from
problems within the Monte Carlo models.
It is clear that the underlying pion-production
models and perhaps other parts of the neutrino interaction
will have to be modified to reproduce both data sets, which
will in turn help improve predictions for oscillation
experiments.
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APPENDIX: APPENDIX OF SUPPLEMENTAL
INFORMATION
This supplemental material contains of measured cross
sections and uncertainties (Tables VI, VIII, XIV, and XVI)
and associated bin correlations (Tables VII, IX, XV,
and XVII) for measurements presented in the paper.
Additionally, these quantities are reported for alternate
versions of the analysis the measured signal has the
additional restriction that the muon angle with to the beam
direction θμ is less than 20°. Tables X, XII, XVIII, and XX
provide the cross sections and uncertainties, and Tables XI,
XIII, XIX, and XXI list the bin correlations.
TABLE VI. Measured CC1π dσ=dθπ and total uncertainties. The absolute uncertainties are followed by shape uncertainties in
parentheses.
θπ (degree) bins 0–15 15–22 22–29 29–36 36–43 43–50 50–57
Cross section in bin 1.83 2.87 3.05 3.87 3.54 2.91 2.13
10−41 cm2=degree=nucleon 0.40 (0.23) 0.57 (0.26) 0.60 (0.25) 0.77 (0.29) 0.74 (0.26) 0.61 (0.23) 0.45 (0.20)
θπ (degree) bins 57–72 72–108 108–130 130–140 140–150 150–165
Cross section in bin 1.98 1.55 0.90 0.71 0.54 0.33
10−41 cm2=degree=nucleon 0.40 (0.19) 0.29 (0.10) 0.19 (0.11) 0.14 (0.08) 0.11 (0.06) 0.07 (0.05)
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TABLE VII. Top: Full correlation matrix for the CC1π dσ=dθπ uncertainties. Bottom: Corresponding shape correlation matrix.
Bins (degree) 0–15 15–22 22–29 29–36 36–43 43–50 50–57 57–72 72–108 108–130 130–140 140–150 150–165
0–15 1 0.78 0.71 0.71 0.73 0.71 0.66 0.65 0.78 0.73 0.72 0.69 0.60
15–22 1 0.82 0.82 0.83 0.82 0.78 0.76 0.84 0.74 0.74 0.73 0.64
22–29 1 0.87 0.86 0.86 0.83 0.81 0.85 0.72 0.73 0.73 0.65
29–36 1 0.89 0.88 0.85 0.83 0.85 0.73 0.75 0.74 0.66
36–43 1 0.90 0.86 0.83 0.87 0.75 0.76 0.76 0.67
43–50 1 0.86 0.83 0.86 0.74 0.75 0.75 0.67
50–57 1 0.82 0.84 0.72 0.73 0.73 0.66
57–72 1 0.82 0.72 0.73 0.72 0.65
72–108 1 0.80 0.80 0.79 0.71
108–130 1 0.75 0.73 0.66
130–140 1 0.76 0.67
140–150 1 0.66
150–165 1
0–15 1 0.19 −0.16 −0.24 −0.20 −0.23 −0.31 −0.26 0.02 0.13 0.08 0.04 −0.03
15–22 1 0.03 −0.02 −0.04 −0.07 −0.13 −0.13 −0.03 −0.02 −0.04 −0.04 −0.06
22–29 1 0.16 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.07 −0.06 −0.16 −0.13 −0.11 −0.07
29–36 1 0.19 0.18 0.13 0.09 −0.12 −0.21 −0.14 −0.12 −0.11
36–43 1 0.24 0.16 0.02 −0.10 −0.14 −0.16 −0.12 −0.11
43–50 1 0.17 0.07 −0.09 −0.14 −0.14 −0.11 −0.09
50–57 1 0.13 −0.03 −0.11 −0.11 −0.07 −0.02
57–72 1 −0.04 −0.05 −0.01 −0.02 0.02
72–108 1 0.07 0.04 0.05 0.06
108–130 1 0.17 0.13 0.11
130–140 1 0.23 0.16
140–150 1 0.17
150–165 1
TABLE VIII. Measured CC1π dσ=dTπ and total uncertainties. The absolute uncertainties are followed by shape uncertainties in
parentheses.
Tπ (MeV) bins 35–55 55–75 75–100 100–125 125–150 150–200 200–350
Cross section in bin 1.13 1.16 1.07 0.85 0.76 0.66 0.38
10−41 cm2=MeV=nucleon 0.30 (0.20) 0.25 (0.12) 0.20 (0.09) 0.15 (0.06) 0.14 (0.05) 0.11 (0.05) 0.08 (0.04)
TABLE IX. Top: Full correlation matrix for the CC1π dσ=dTπ uncertainties. Bottom: Corresponding shape correlation matrix.
Bins (MeV) 35–55 55–75 75–100 100–125 125–150 150–200 200–350
35–55 1 0.74 0.72 0.68 0.68 0.59 0.56
55–75 1 0.87 0.82 0.81 0.72 0.70
75–100 1 0.85 0.84 0.76 0.71
100–125 1 0.88 0.83 0.79
125–150 1 0.84 0.81
150–200 1 0.89
200–350 1
35–55 1 0.29 0.20 0.01 −0.02 −0.30 −0.36
55–75 1 0.39 0.09 0.02 −0.40 −0.47
75–100 1 0.21 0.13 −0.22 −0.53
100–125 1 0.25 0.01 −0.31
125–150 1 0.05 −0.21
150–200 1 0.27
200–350 1
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TABLE X. Measured dσ=dθπ and total uncertainties for the CC1π analysis with the additional signal requirement of θμ < 20°. The
absolute uncertainties are followed by shape uncertainties in parentheses.
θπ (degree) bins 0–15 15–22 22–29 29–36 36–43 43–50 50–57
Cross section in bin 1.15 1.66 1.76 2.26 2.16 1.87 1.44
10−41 cm2=degree=nucleon 0.25 (0.17) 0.29 (0.16) 0.29 (0.15) 0.37 (0.17) 0.38 (0.16) 0.34 (0.15) 0.27 (0.14)
θπ (degree) bins 57–72 72–108 108–130 130–140 140–150 150–165
Cross section in bin 1.41 1.18 0.69 0.55 0.414 0.256
10−41 cm2=degree=nucleon 0.26 (0.14) 0.21 (0.08) 0.15 (0.08) 0.11 (0.06) 0.081 (0.047) 0.054 (0.037)
TABLE XI. Top: Full correlation matrix for the dσ=dθπ uncertainties in the CC1π analysis with the additional signal requirement of
θμ < 20°. Bottom: Corresponding shape correlation matrix.
Bins (degree) 0–15 15–22 22–29 29–36 36–43 43–50 50–57 57–72 72–108 108–130 130–140 140–150 150–165
0–15 1 0.77 0.65 0.61 0.61 0.58 0.51 0.53 0.68 0.67 0.65 0.62 0.54
15–22 1 0.74 0.73 0.72 0.70 0.65 0.65 0.76 0.71 0.70 0.67 0.61
22–29 1 0.80 0.79 0.78 0.75 0.75 0.79 0.70 0.69 0.67 0.63
29–36 1 0.84 0.83 0.80 0.79 0.82 0.72 0.73 0.71 0.65
36–43 1 0.86 0.82 0.79 0.84 0.74 0.74 0.73 0.66
43–50 1 0.82 0.79 0.83 0.72 0.72 0.70 0.64
50–57 1 0.78 0.80 0.68 0.68 0.67 0.62
57–72 1 0.77 0.67 0.67 0.65 0.59
72–108 1 0.78 0.77 0.75 0.67
108–130 1 0.75 0.73 0.65
130–140 1 0.76 0.67
140–150 1 0.66
150–165 1
0–15 1 0.36 −0.04 −0.24 −0.30 −0.32 −0.39 −0.30 −0.10 0.11 0.06 0.01 −0.03
15–22 1 0.09 −0.07 −0.16 −0.19 −0.24 −0.17 −0.11 0.01 0.001 −0.01 0.001
22–29 1 0.14 −0.01 0.01 0.03 0.09 −0.10 −0.14 −0.11 −0.10 −0.02
29–36 1 0.14 0.15 0.13 0.17 −0.09 −0.16 −0.07 −0.06 −0.03
36–43 1 0.25 0.19 0.13 −0.02 −0.07 −0.07 −0.04 −0.01
43–50 1 0.22 0.16 0.01 −0.12 −0.11 −0.08 −0.05
50–57 1 0.20 0.05 −0.12 −0.11 −0.07 −0.01
57–72 1 −0.04 −0.14 −0.11 −0.11 −0.05
72–108 1 0.02 −0.04 −0.01 −0.04
108–130 1 0.18 0.15 0.10
130–140 1 0.25 0.14
140–150 1 0.16
150–165 1
TABLE XII. Measured dσ=dTπ and total uncertainties for the CC1π analysis with the additional signal requirement of θμ < 20°. The
absolute uncertainties are followed by shape uncertainties in parentheses.
Tπ (MeV) bins 35–55 55–75 75–100 100–125 125–150 150–200 200–350
Cross section in bin 0.85 0.90 0.84 0.66 0.59 0.496 0.257
10−41 cm2=MeV=nucleon 0.21 (0.15) 0.18 (0.09) 0.15 (0.07) 0.11 (0.05) 0.10 (0.04) 0.079 (0.036) 0.053 (0.024)
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TABLE XIII. Top: Full correlation matrix for the dσ=dTπ uncertainties in the CC1π analysis with the additional signal requirement
of θμ < 20°. Bottom: Corresponding shape correlation matrix.
Bins (MeV) 35–55 55–75 75–100 100–125 125–150 150–200 200–350
35–55 1 0.71 0.69 0.65 0.65 0.56 0.52
55–75 1 0.86 0.81 0.80 0.70 0.67
75–100 1 0.84 0.83 0.74 0.68
100–125 1 0.87 0.81 0.77
125–150 1 0.83 0.79
150–200 1 0.88
200–350 1
35–55 1 0.26 0.17 −0.02 −0.05 −0.29 −0.34
55–75 1 0.36 0.05 −0.01 −0.39 −0.44
75–100 1 0.18 0.10 −0.22 −0.52
100–125 1 0.22 0.01 −0.27
125–150 1 0.04 −0.17
150–200 1 0.29
200–350 1
TABLE XV. Top: Full correlation matrix for the CCNπ ð1=TΦÞðdNπ=dθπÞ uncertainties. Bottom: Corresponding shape correlation
matrix.
Bins (degree) 0–15 15–22 22–29 29–36 36–43 43–50 50–57 57–72 72–108 108–130 130–140 140–150 150–165
0–15 1 0.85 0.85 0.84 0.78 0.75 0.69 0.56 0.69 0.59 0.60 0.58 0.52
15–22 1 0.86 0.85 0.82 0.79 0.75 0.64 0.75 0.65 0.65 0.63 0.57
22–29 1 0.88 0.86 0.84 0.79 0.68 0.78 0.65 0.66 0.65 0.59
29–36 1 0.87 0.85 0.81 0.70 0.79 0.65 0.68 0.66 0.59
36–43 1 0.88 0.84 0.71 0.77 0.63 0.65 0.63 0.58
43–50 1 0.84 0.74 0.79 0.64 0.66 0.64 0.59
50–57 1 0.78 0.79 0.67 0.67 0.65 0.59
57–72 1 0.78 0.69 0.71 0.68 0.61
72–108 1 0.74 0.75 0.74 0.67
108–130 1 0.68 0.66 0.60
130–140 1 0.71 0.63
140–150 1 0.63
150–165 1
0–15 1 0.37 0.30 0.20 −0.01 −0.13 −0.29 −0.45 −0.33 −0.22 −0.24 −0.23 −0.20
15–22 1 0.20 0.13 −0.01 −0.09 −0.22 −0.33 −0.23 −0.13 −0.18 −0.17 −0.15
22–29 1 0.19 0.10 0.03 −0.14 −0.32 −0.26 −0.22 −0.26 −0.23 −0.19
29–36 1 0.16 0.07 −0.05 −0.23 −0.24 −0.24 −0.20 −0.18 −0.19
36–43 1 0.30 0.16 −0.11 −0.21 −0.26 −0.25 −0.23 −0.16
43–50 1 0.21 0.01 −0.10 −0.18 −0.19 −0.17 −0.11
50–57 1 0.24 0.06 −0.01 −0.02 −0.03 −0.02
57–72 1 0.27 0.25 0.28 0.23 0.19
72–108 1 0.28 0.29 0.29 0.25
108–130 1 0.29 0.26 0.22
130–140 1 0.37 0.28
140–150 1 0.29
150–165 1
TABLE XIV. Measured CCNπ ð1=TΦÞðdNπ=dθπÞ and total uncertainties. The absolute uncertainties are followed by shape
uncertainties in parentheses.
θπ (degree) bins 0–15 15–22 22–29 29–36 36–43 43–50 50–57
Measurement in bin 5.5 9.8 9.5 10.3 8.9 6.6 5.80
10−41 cm2=degree=nucleon 1.0 (0.5) 1.7 (0.7) 1.6 (0.6) 1.7 (0.6) 1.4 (0.6) 1.1 (0.5) 0.94 (0.44)
θπ (degree) bins 57–72 72–108 108–130 130–140 140–150 150–165
Measurement in bin 4.90 3.08 1.61 1.32 1.05 0.68
10−41 cm2=degree=nucleon 0.77 (0.46) 0.43 (0.21) 0.25 (0.17) 0.20 (0.13) 0.16 (0.11) 0.11 (0.09)
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TABLE XIX. Top: Full correlation matrix for the ð1=TΦÞðdNπ=dθπÞ uncertainties in the CCNπ analysis with the additional signal
requirement of θμ < 20°. Bottom: Corresponding shape correlation matrix.
Bins (degree) 0–15 15–22 22–29 29–36 36–43 43–50 50–57 57–72 72–108 108–130 130–140 140–150 150–165
0–15 1 0.84 0.83 0.83 0.78 0.76 0.71 0.59 0.72 0.61 0.62 0.60 0.57
15–22 1 0.85 0.84 0.82 0.80 0.77 0.66 0.76 0.66 0.66 0.64 0.60
22–29 1 0.87 0.86 0.84 0.80 0.69 0.78 0.66 0.67 0.66 0.62
29–36 1 0.87 0.85 0.81 0.71 0.78 0.65 0.69 0.67 0.62
36–43 1 0.87 0.83 0.70 0.75 0.62 0.65 0.63 0.60
43–50 1 0.83 0.72 0.76 0.63 0.66 0.64 0.61
50–57 1 0.75 0.77 0.66 0.68 0.66 0.61
57–72 1 0.74 0.66 0.69 0.66 0.60
72–108 1 0.73 0.73 0.72 0.65
108–130 1 0.66 0.64 0.58
130–140 1 0.69 0.60
140–150 1 0.60
150–165 1
0–15 1 0.32 0.26 0.20 0.06 −0.02 −0.18 −0.37 −0.21 −0.16 −0.19 −0.19 −0.13
15–22 1 0.17 0.13 0.06 0.01 −0.12 −0.24 −0.15 −0.10 −0.16 −0.16 −0.11
22–29 1 0.21 0.18 0.13 −0.06 −0.26 −0.21 −0.19 −0.22 −0.20 −0.14
29–36 1 0.23 0.14 −0.002 −0.20 −0.24 −0.22 −0.17 −0.15 −0.14
36–43 1 0.33 0.15 −0.15 −0.29 −0.27 −0.25 −0.22 −0.13
43–50 1 0.16 −0.08 −0.20 −0.21 −0.21 −0.18 −0.10
50–57 1 0.12 −0.07 −0.05 −0.05 −0.06 −0.03
57–72 1 0.12 0.15 0.20 0.15 0.12
72–108 1 0.22 0.20 0.20 0.13
108–130 1 0.21 0.19 0.12
130–140 1 0.28 0.16
140–150 1 0.19
150–165 1
TABLE XVI. Measured CCNπ ð1=TΦÞðdNπ=dTπÞ and total uncertainties. The absolute uncertainties are followed by shape
uncertainties in parentheses.
Tπ (MeV) bins 35–55 55–75 75–100 100–125 125–150 150–200 200–350
Measurement in bin 2.16 2.11 1.92 1.80 1.59 1.25 0.83
10−41 cm2=MeV=nucleon 0.53 (0.39) 0.39 (0.22) 0.30 (0.14) 0.24 (0.12) 0.21 (0.11) 0.17 (0.07) 0.13 (0.06)
TABLE XVII. Top: Full correlation matrix for the CCNπ ð1=TΦÞðdNπ=dTπÞ uncertainties. Bottom: Corresponding shape
correlation matrix.
Bins (MeV) 35–55 55–75 75–100 100–125 125–150 150–200 200–350
35–55 1 0.74 0.69 0.59 0.52 0.51 0.46
55–75 1 0.84 0.72 0.66 0.64 0.61
75–100 1 0.80 0.76 0.74 0.70
100–125 1 0.85 0.81 0.73
125–150 1 0.84 0.78
150–200 1 0.89
200–350 1
35–55 1 0.44 0.25 −0.12 −0.28 −0.42 −0.46
55–75 1 0.41 −0.11 −0.28 −0.49 −0.51
75–100 1 0.08 −0.09 −0.36 −0.45
100–125 1 0.42 0.15 −0.23
125–150 1 0.32 −0.01
150–200 1 0.40
200–350 1
TABLE XVIII. Measured ð1=TΦÞðdNπ=dθπÞ and total uncertainties in the CCNπ analysis with the additional signal requirement of
θμ < 20°. The absolute uncertainties are followed by shape uncertainties in parentheses.
θπ (degree) bins 0–15 15–22 22–29 29–36 36–43 43–50 50–57
Measurement in bin 2.30 4.23 4.42 5.18 4.61 3.79 3.48
10−41 cm2=degree=nucleon 0.41 (0.22) 0.68 (0.31) 0.72 (0.30) 0.80 (0.32) 0.74 (0.32) 0.61 (0.27) 0.53 (0.25)
θπ (degree) bins 57–72 72–108 108–130 130–140 140–150 150–165
Measurement in bin 3.12 2.06 1.08 0.88 0.70 0.452
10−41 cm2=degree=nucleon 0.45 (0.27) 0.28 (0.13) 0.17 (0.11) 0.13 (0.08) 0.10 (0.07) 0.073 (0.053)
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